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IMSI universal activation card for iPhone 2 3 3Gs 4 4s 5 / iPad

iPhone 2 3 3Gs 4 4s 5 / iPad activation set is a set for iPhone activation which consists of special nano SIM card,

programmer to write IMSI on Sim card with adapters. Just write IMSI of original carrier (network) using software provided by

us, insert sim card into iPhone or iPad, connect iTunes and activate.

Card allows to access phone menu - thanks to this You can use WiFi or unlock phone without a problem. Card can be

programmed unlimited times.

FOR NOW OUR CARD IS ONE OF FEW AVAILABLE ON THE MARKET WHICH ALLOWS IPHONE ACTIVATION. BECAUSE OF

CHANGE ON APPLER SERVER NOW YOU HAVE TO WRITE IMSI OF DESIRED NETWORK - UNIVERSAL CARDS OFFERED IN

OTHER SHOPS SIMPLY DO NOT WORK.

ALSO IT IS THE ONLY TYPE OF CARD WHICH ALLOWS ICCID WRITE.

Compatibility:

• iPhone 5

• iPhone 4s

• iPhone 4

• iPhone 3Gs

• iPhone 3

• iPhone 2

• all iOS versions including 4.2.1, 3.1.3 and higher

In application You just need to type in MCC and MNC of network from which iPhone comes (list of MCC+MNC is

availabe on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_Network_Code), then generate IMSI and write on sim card.

You do not have to use other applications in search for IMSI. Our card does not need 'clean' operating system for

programmer driver installation, also it can be used under Win7 64-bit.

If You need microSIM card for iPhone 4, 4s then You just insert nano sim into microSIM adapter

Frequently asked questions:

Question: I would like to activate iPhone, but I do not know in which network it is locked and I do not have original sim card.

Will this product solve the problem ?

Answer: You must know from which network comes Your iPhone. You can check it in phone as long as it is activated, so on

older firmware version or read from iPhone box. If You do not have this information, but at least You know country of origin,

then You can try all possible networks in certain country one by one (for example in France there are 6 operators, so You

have to write new IMSI 6 times and try to activate phone after each write). In other case You can order iPhone network check

service available in our offer.
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Question: What is the procedure of activation ?

Answer: Just write correct IMSI, insert sim card into phone, open and connect with iTunes to activate.

Set includes:

- nanoSIM special activation card

- nano SIM -> SIM adapter

- nano SIM -> Micro SIM adapter

- USB programmer

- software for download from our server

- programming IMSI manual
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